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The advent of ubiquitous computing and the proliferation of portable computing devices have raised the importance of mobile and wireless networking. Recently, there has been a tremendous interest in broadband wireless access systems, including wireless local area networks (WLANs), broadband wireless access, and wireless personal area networks (WPANs). This domain is a subject of huge research and many standardization activities are undertaken throughout the world.

Based on the most recent developments in the field of wireless technologies related to WLAN, WPAN, wireless sensor networks (WSN) and wireless metropolitan area network (WMAN), this book gives a detailed description of the widespread or recently used standards like Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ZigBee, and WiMAX. Our book aims at regrouping in a single volume up-to-date information related to these different technologies, which can be used separately or combined to provide specific applications. The emergence of these very promising systems is mainly due to great technological progress in the field of wireless communication protocols; they will also make it possible to offer a broad range of new applications in both civilian and military domains. The inherent characteristics of these systems imply new challenges. Our book deals with several relevant topics related to the evolution of these spontaneous, selforganized, or cellular-based networks. Through its seven chapters, we tackle critical problems such as the design of medium access control (MAC) and routing protocols, the support of the quality of service, the security mechanisms, the mobility/roaming aspects, etc. We preferred to follow an analysis-oriented approach which aims at drawing up complete states of the art on both technology and standards.We also present some practical aspects and highlight some trends as a stake for future standards. This book is intended for readers with knowledge of networking and protocols. The audience includes network engineers, designers, implementers, undergraduate/graduate/postgraduate students, and information systems managers.
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Security in Distributed, Grid, Mobile, and Pervasive ComputingAuerbach Publications, 2007
Despite recent dramatic advances in computer security regarding the proliferation of services and applications, security threats are still major impediments in the deployment of these services. Paying serious attention to these issues, Security in Distributed, Grid, Mobile, and Pervasive Computing focuses on the increasing demand to guarantee...
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The Art of Game Design: A book of lensesMorgan Kaufmann, 2008

	Anyone can master the fundamentals of game design no technological expertise is necessary. The Art of Game Design: A Book of Lenses shows that the same basic principles of psychology that work for board games, card games and athletic games also are the keys to making top-quality videogames. Good game design happens when you view your...
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Minimally Invasive Neurosurgery and NeurotraumatologySpringer, 2006

	Two meetings took place simultaneously in Nagoya in March 2005. Both the 6th International

	Congress of Minimally Invasive Neurosurgery (MIN) and the 3rd World Congress

	of the Academy for Multidisciplinary Neurotraumatology (AMN) were held at

	the same venue and successfully brought together experts in different areas of clinical...
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Mastering Visual Basic .NET Database ProgrammingSybex, 2002
Enter a New World of Database Programming
Visual Basic .NET and ADO.NET facilitate the development of a new generation of database applications, including disconnected applications that run on the Web. Mastering Visual Basic .NET Database Programming is the resource you need to thrive in this new world.  Assuming no prior experience with...
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The Vein BookAcademic Press, 2006

	The Vein Book is a comprehensive reference on veins and venous circulation. In one volume it provides complete, authoritative, and up-to-date information about venous function and dysfunction, bridging the gap between clinical medicine and basic science. It is the single authoritative resource which consolidates present knowledge and...
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High Performance Parallelism Pearls Volume Two: Multicore and Many-core Programming ApproachesMorgan Kaufmann, 2015

	High Performance Parallelism Pearls Volume 2 offers another set of examples that demonstrate how to leverage parallelism. Similar to Volume 1, the techniques included here explain how to use processors and coprocessors with the same programming – illustrating the most effective ways to combine Xeon Phi coprocessors with Xeon and...
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